
 

 

 

 

Smartly - User Agreement 
1. Commencement of this agreement 
1.1. This agreement will become legally binding and we will start providing the 
services to the beneficial owner of the account(s) opened pursuant to this 
agreement (“You”) as a customer (“Customer”) once we have received and verified 
all documents and information that we require, including conducting anti-money 
laundering (“AML”) and combating the financing of terrorism (“CFT”) checks. 
 
2. Service 
2.1. Smartly Pte. Ltd. (“Smartly”) is a technology partner to VCG Partners Pte. Ltd. 
(“VCG”), who holds a Capital Markets Services (“CMS”) licence in fund 
management, issued by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 
 
2.2. The service offered through the Smartly platform “(“Service”) together with the 
terms of this agreement is between  You and VCG , forming the user agreement 
(“User Agreement”). By entering this User Agreement, You agree to appoint VCG 
as the investment manager to invest and manage the monies and assets held in 
Your account(s) (“Your Account””) in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
this User Agreement (“Investment Manager”). VCG accepts such appointment by 
You as the investment manager of Your Account. VCG warrants that it holds all 
licenses, permissions, authorisations and consents necessary to enable it to carry 
out its duties as Investment Manager in the ordinary course of business and to 
perform its obligations under this User Agreement. 

2.3 You confirm that You maintain a Singapore resident address for tax purposes; 
noting the Service is only offered to Singapore tax residents. 
 
2.4 All of Your inward investment monies will initially be maintained by VCG on 
Your behalf (i.e. prior to deployment for investment trades allocated to Your 
Account) in a consolidated account for all customers of VCG for this Service with 
DBS Bank Ltd, as the appointed licenced Singapore bank for this Service. After 
deploying your monies for investment, Your Account holdings will be securely 
maintained within a consolidated account in the name of VCG on Your behalf with 
Saxo Capital Markets Pte Ltd (“Saxo”), as the appointed CMS licenced custodian 
and broker for this service.    
 
2.5. In order to give You an initial investment recommendation and generate 
follow-on portfolio rebalancing as warranted; You agree to provide VCG with 
personal and financial information about Yourself as well as Your investment 
objectives. This allows us to analyse Your risk tolerance. Due to limited information, 
the risk analysis given is for indicative purposes only. By agreeing, you understand 
that the risk score given to You may differ from Your actual risk profile.  



 

 

 

 
2.6. By using the Services offered through this User Agreement, You acknowledge 
that the financial products and recommendations arising for Your Account 
(“Portfolio Actions”) are based solely on the risk tolerance and associated risk score 
noted above in 2.4, or risk score that you have changed to fit Your preferences. As 
such, the Portfolio Actions and risk score accepted will not necessarily take into 
consideration all of Your financial circumstances, existing investment portfolios or 
affordability of the investment(s) You are undertaking for Your Account. 
 
2.7 You acknowledge and agree to the investment approach to be applied by VCG 
for Your Account. This is derived from a quantitatively generated and risk managed 
portfolio of globally diversified and passively managed exchange traded funds 
(“ETFs”) primarily tracking indices that may be exposed to multiple underlying 
asset types (i.e. equities, bonds and real assets). Due to generally higher 
efficiencies, longer track records and a greater scope of suitable choices, only U.S. 
listed ETFs will be utilised for Your Account. This approach is applied with the 
assistance of an investment algorithm that uses a combination of modern portfolio 
theories and asset allocation theories. Together, these theories aim to produce an 
optimal portfolio using a series of pre-set constraints while being aligned to Your 
agreed risk score (i.e. aiming to produce the highest expected return for Your 
defined level of risk represented by Your risk score, on a long-term basis). By 
emphasising a passive approach, the added benefit of reduced transaction costs 
together with diversification can help to enhance risk-adjusted returns for Your 
Account over the long term.     
 
2.8. You understand and accept that past performances are not indicative of future 
performances and that investments carry various financial risks, including, but not 
limited to market, exchange rate, volatility, liquidity, credit/ counterparty, 
assessment degradation, regulatory and political areas. You accept that there are 
investment risks, and that the value of your portfolio may diminish. You should 
carefully read the investment fund offering documentation for detailed product 
information and risk factors prior to making any investment. If You have any doubt 
on this material or any offering documentation, You should seek independent 
professional advice. 
 
2.9. In order to provide fractional shares to customers, VCG may pool customer’s 
trades, as well as participate in trades ourselves. 
 
2.10. VCG may pool (or aggregate) Your transactions with those of other 
customers. 
 
2.11. VCG may at all times rebalance Your Account’s investment portfolio to 
optimize Your investment returns in accordance with your assigned and agreed 
risk score. 
 
 



 

 

 

 
2.12. VCG may make common investment decisions which apply to a number of 
customer portfolios including Your Account’s portfolio. 
 
2.13. You confirm that You have not committed or been investigated for any crimes 
by any regulator or investigating authority, including, but not limited to, tax crimes. 
 
2.14. You confirm that monies paid into Your Account are NOT proceeds of any 
criminal activities including, but not limited to, money laundering. 
 
3. Paying money into Your Account 
3.1. VCG accept wire transfers as a form of paying money to Your goals. 
3.2. When transferring money, You will input the amount You wish to transfer 
(“Transfer amount”), after which You will be given transaction information, 
including bank details as well as a unique reference number. 
 
3.3. If You do not include the unique reference number in the transfer, then VCG 
may look at Your previous payments and regard the unspecified transfer as a 
payment into a goal that You have previously transferred into or return it to Your 
registered bank account in case of no previous payments pattern. 
 
4. Withdrawing money 
4.1. You can withdraw all or part of Your Account or goals at any time. 
4.2. You can choose a goal to withdraw from and then specify a withdrawal 
amount. After approval of the withdrawal request, VCG will liquidate Your goal in 
the requested amount and transfer it to Your bank account. 
 
5. Fees 
5.1. VCG charges an annual management fee based on the value of Your 
investments. The fee structure is specified in www.smartly.sg/pricing  and our 
methods for calculating and deducting fees are described in Appendix 1 of this 
User Agreement. 
 
6. VCG has the right to amend or change any terms in the User Agreement. If a 
revision, in VCG’s sole discretion, is material, VCG will notify You. By continuing to 
use the Service after revisions become effective, You agree to be bound by the 
revised terms. 
 
7. Should You wish to raise a complaint, dispute or controversy relating to this 
Service or Your Account, you can notify VCG by submitting an email to our 
Customer Support at support@smartly.sg We will investigate the matter and reply 
back to You on our findings and suggested resolution of Your complaint or dispute. 
If you are not satisfied with our findings or handling of Your complaint, dispute or 
controversy, You agree that such unresolved matter or any dispute relating to the 
Terms of this User Agreement shall be governed by Singapore Law under the 
exclusive jurisdiction and venue of the Financial Industry Disputes Resolution  



 

 

 

 
Centre in Singapore (“FIDReC”). Such matter may, therefore, be referred by You to 
FIDReC at 112 Robinson Road #13-03 Singapore 068902 or the courts of 
Singapore. As a capital markets services licence holder regulated by MAS, VCG 
subscribes to FIDReC. Further information about FIDReC can be obtained from its 
website at www.fidrec.com.sg.  
 
8. You agree to limit any liability incurred by VCG or Smartly by the amount of total 
payments into Your Account. 
 
9. No term of this User Agreement shall be enforceable by a third party who is 
not a party to this Agreement. 
 
10. Nothing in this User Agreement forms a partnership or joint venture of any kind 
between the parties, nor does it authorise any party to make or enter into any 
commitments for or act in the name or on behalf of any other party. 
 
11. Your User Agreement with VCG may encompass conflicts of interest from time 
to time which VCG may encounter during its appointment as investment manager 
for other products or services, which may or may not have similar investment 
mandates or investment strategies. For example, VCG may make a purchase or 
sale decision on behalf of other unit trusts or managed accounts without making 
the same decision on behalf Your Account or other customer accounts who have 
invested with this Service. A decision whether to make a same investment or sale 
for Your Account will usually depend on prevailing portfolio allocations in Your 
Account as well as their proximity with suggested target allocations of the 
investment algorithm that is utilized for investment decisions in Your Account. In 
any case, VCG will always use reasonable endeavours to act fairly and in the best 
interests of Your Account and all other accounts using this Service. 

To the extent that another unit trust or service managed by VCG intends to 
purchase substantially similar assets as those held in Your Account, VCG will 
ensure that the assets are allocated fairly and proportionately and that the 
interests of all investors of this service are treated equally with those of other unit 
trusts or services where VCG is the appointed investment manager.   

12. We may terminate the Service or assign a third party Service Provider to offer 
a similar service to you, including the data you have given us or we have obtained. 
In any of such events you will be given prior written notice, with the time period at 
our discretion, but no less than one week.   

 

Appendix 1. Fees 
1. Calculating and deducting fees 
1.1. To assure the fairest pricing, we calculate and deduct Your fee on a daily basis 
from the end-of-day market value of Your portfolio. We will deduct the fee from 



 

 

 

the cash balance of Your Account. This means that every day we deduct 1/365th 
of the annual fee from Your Account. 
 
 
 
 
1.2. Smartly reserves the right to deduct accumulated fees on behalf of VCG at 
any time. 
 
2. Additional costs 
2.1. As an industry standard practice, in addition to the Management fee, You will 
be charged the Exchange-Traded-Fund (“ETF”) expense ratio by the ETF provider. 
Smartly aims to minimize the expense ratio for customers to optimize each 
customer’s returns. The indicative size of these expense ratios is between 0.05% 
to 0.15% per year. The actual expense ratios may differ from the indicative expense 
ratios. 


